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Semiotic modeling: explanations about the structure of graph 
 

John-Tagore Tevet 
 
 
Abstract: Presented a particular way of recognition the structure of graphs with exactness up to orbits 
(positions), isomorphism and other structural properties. It is implemented in the form of a semiotic model 
of structure that enables to explain the essential properties of structure and their transformations. 
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Essence of structure 
 
On the structure of graph are talked also earlier, but what is the structure itself, this remains unclear. 
Structure is the ordering or organizational side of the systemic object [10]. Structure is presentable in the 
form of a graph. Isomorphic graphs have the same structure, non-isomorphic different structures. What 
distinguish the structure from a graph? 
 
If for the presentation of a graph is sufficient to present its adjacency matrix (i.e. the adjacencies (1) and 
non-adjacencies (0)) then for recognition of structure must the relationships between elements be 
identified with exactness up to the equivalence classes, which in the group theory are known as orbits 
(transitivity domain of automorphisms), we call it to positions. The difference consists only in detection 
techniques. Identifiers of the element pairs called binary signs. An ordered system of binary signs forms 
the model of structure, which presents the structure with exactness up to positions and isomorphism [11 - 
23].  
 
Thus, for structure recognition must the element pairs identified with exactness up to binary positions, i.e. 
the positions of element pairs in the structure). It is identifiable in mutually complementary ways: 

1) The basic binary signs constitute invariants of a subgraph that represents the intersection of 
surroundings of elements i and j, d.n.qij, where –d is distance, +d+1 – perimeter, n – number of 
elements and q – number of edges in subgraph. This characterizes belonging of element pairs to 
the paths, girths, cliques and other formations with corresponding size [8, 18, 21].  

2) With multiplying (exponentation) the adjacency matrix E to a certain degree En increases the 
values of its elements as well as the number of different values. Increase takes place up to a 
degree n, after which it stops. It turned out that these values identify the element pairs with 
exactness up to the binary positions (and on their basis the positions of the elements) [19, 22]. We 
call corresponding values to productive binary signs.  

 
In principle the structure’s model could be based only on the productive binary signs, if would be know 
what these mean. It is allude only, that the elements of En characterize the longest paths (chains) between 
structural elements. Unfortunately, it is questionable because the values exist also on the main diagonal, at 
the same time as in elsewhere the values are also at times turn out to be zero. These no distinguish also the 
adjacent and non-adjacent elements but are well suited to refine the basic binary signs. Apparently no one 
has interested in the question: why detect the elements of obtained matrix En the binary positions? Already 
in 1976 was drawn attention to the too one-sided approach to graphs which hinders the development of 
graph theory [6]. 
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Structural model allows to recognize: 1) the structure of graph, where an essential meaning have the 
binary- and vertex- (elements-) positions as well as the sign- and position structures; 2) equivalence of the 
structures and isomorphism of the corresponding graphs; 3) the elementary structural transformations in 
the form of adjacent structures. 
 
Sign structure is composed of the element pairs that have the same basic binary signs. Position structure 
consists of element pairs that belong to the same position. Adjacent structure is a greatest substructure or 
smallest superstructure of a structure which is obtained with removing or adding a connection (edge) in a 
binary position. This is related with the reconstruction problem (Ulam Conjecture) and opens a way to 
formation of the systems of adjacent structures i.e. systems of non-isomorphic graphs with n vertices.  
 
On the other hand is structure an inseparable attribute of all the really existing objects. Structure exists 
there where the relations between element pairs are recognizable [21-23]. The relations are simple 
presentable in case of chemical compounds, genetic formations, some networks etc. If be accepted the 
existence of structure, then is desirable accept also their attributes as positions and others. Presumably, 
that such attributes for chemists, biologists and others are unaccustomed phenomena, but it is a structural 
reality and desirable thinking about it. 
 
 

Structural equivalence and the isomorphism 
 
We demonstrate that isomorphic graphs have the same structure, which is expressed in the form of 
structural equivalence of models, wherein: 

1) Isomorphism is a one-to-one correspondence between elements where an isomorphic mapping 
from graph GA to graph GB is a bijection : VAVB [1]. 

2) Isomorphism recognition does not recognize the structure, but the structure model recognizes the 
structure with exactness up to isomorphism [21]. 

3) Structural equivalence is a coincidence or bijection on the level of binary signs, binary- and 
element positions [23]. 

4) Recognition of the positions by the structure model is more effective than detecting the orbits on 
the ground of the group AutG. 

 
Example 1. Graphs GA and GB, their basic binary signs and structure models SMA and SMB: 

 
Explanations: 

a) Different graphs GA and GB have equivalent structure models SMA  SMB! This means that the 
structures are equivalent and the graphs isomorphic GA  GB. 

b) The element pairs are divided to five binary positions Rn, wherein the adjacent elements or 
“edges” to three binary(+)positions (full line, a dotted, dashed-line) that coincides with binary 
signs C, D, E correspondingly. The structural elements are divided to three positions Vk. 

c) The column ui of model consists of the frequency vectors, which for the element i show its 
relations with other elements. On the basis of vectors ui are arranged the positions in model. 
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d) The column si of model consists of the position vectors that represent the connections of element i 
with elements in corresponding positions k. If on the framework of frequency vectors arises 
differences of position vectors, then by lasts does a complementary partition into classes. 

 
For recognition the equivalence of structure models SMA and SMB is necessary and sufficient to establish: 
1) coincidence of the sequences of binary signs {d.n.q.ij}A and {d.n.q.ij}B; 2) coincidence of the 
frequency vectors {ui}A and {ui}B; 3) coincidence of the position vectors {si}A and {si}B. 
 
 

Properties of structure 
 
The main structural properties are connected with regularity and symmetry of structure. Structural 
properties are read out from basic binary signs in the structure model. For example this, that degree-
regular structure can be also girth-, clique- or strongly regular.  
 
Symmetric structures are very rare, almost all of the random graphs are non-symmetric, and their structure 
is recognizable on the basis of the basic binary signs. In case of the symmetric structures is often used the 
productive binary signs. 
 
Symmetry properties desirable to be distinguish. Complete structure and empty structure is completely 
symmetric. Symmetry properties depend from the positions. Structure with one position of elements is 
element-symmetric (in graph theory called transitive). If such structure has only two binary positions, then 
it is bisymmetric. If it has one binary(+)position and some binary(–)positions, then it is edge symmetric. 
And if element-symmetric structure has some binary(+)positions and some binary(–)positions, then it is 
polysymmetric. If structure has some element-positions, then it is partially symmetric. If each element has 
its separate position then it is 0-symmetric. It exist many relationships between symmetry and regularity. 
For example, bisymmetric structures are strongly regular, etc. 
 
Example 2. A simple polysymmetric graph G, its basic binary signs and structure model: 
 

 

 
Explanation: Graph G has eleven sign structures, among these three sign(+)structures (i.e. substructures of 
G) and eight sign(–)structures (i.e. substructures of complement G). 
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We show here two of these. 
 
Example 3. Sign structures by sign F: –3.3.6, Gp= –F and by A: –5.18.23, Gp= –A (these not yet the position 
structures): 

 
Explanation: Known, that the basic binary signs may not always be complete identifiers of vertex pairs, 
but on the ground of sign structures can be concretize the basic binary signs up to binary positions. 
 
We show here the using of productive binary signs. The products En of small degree no give perfect 
information about the binary positions. In the case of graph G (Example 2) are the binary positions 
recognizable on the degrees n=6 and n=7 of matrix products En.  
 
Example 4. Union of the matrix-products En=6 and En=7 recognize the binary positions of G:  

 
 
Explanation: All the identifiers of vertex pairs (i.e. binary positions) here are complete. The matrix 
products En=6 and En=7 are here united, because in both case exist the zero values. 
 
It suitable to associate the basic binary signs with the results of matrix product En of this graph: 
 
Example 5. Associating the basic and productive binary signs: 
 

1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
2 -A -B -C -D -E -F -G -H +I +J +K 
3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
4 108 107 42 32 33 243 191 201 173 150 139 130 65 75 84 239 248 258 
5 -A1 -A2 -B -C -D -E -F1 -F2 -F3 -G1 -G2 -G3 -H1 -H2 -H3 +I +J +K 
6 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 

 
Explanations: 1 – the ordering number of basic binary signs; 2 – basic binary signs (see example 2); 3 – 
the ordering number of productive binary signs; 4 – productive binary signs (see example 4); 5 – marking 
of productive binary signs (see example 6); 6 – the last row is there the frequency vector for all the rows 
(vertices) of structure model. The number of basic binary signs is 11, the number of complete binary signs 
is 18. Perfected binary sign constitutes a quintuplet d.n.q.en

ij, where the last represents the perfecting (see 
the fives row).  
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Example 6. The complete structure model SM of G: 

 
Structural properties: 

a) Graph G is 3-degree- and 6-girth-regular, its complement G is 20-degree-, 2-distance-, 3-girth-
regular and also polysummetric. 

b) From 6-girth regularity concludes that G is bipartite, in present case parts with even- and odd-
numbered vertices. 

c) As G is bipartite, but not bi-clique, then its complement GS consist of two mutually connected 
12-cliques and is thus 12-clique-regular. These cliques correspond to parts of G. 

d) The number N of position- and adjacent structures is 18, their powers coincide in cases G and its 
complement G. 

e) 23x24:2 = 276 vertex pairs of G form 18 binary positions, where by 240 “non-edges” be formed 
15 binary(–)positions with 12 and 24 elements. 36 adjacent vertex pairs form three 
binary(+)positions, +I, +J and +K, with 12 elements and are recognized by the basic binary signs. 

f) Position-structures of G are mostly bisymmetric (two binary positions), 2-clique-regular and 
mutually isomorphic. Position structures by –B, –D, –H1, –H2 and –H3 constitute girths. 

g) 276 possible adjacent graphs converged to 15 adjacent super-structures and to three adjacent 
sub-structures. 

 
The basic binary signs not lose its meaning, these characterize the relationships between vertices, the 
belonging of vertex pairs to (assemblage of) paths or girths with corresponding size etc. These are needed 
for characterizing of the structure as a whole.  
 
The sign- and position structures recognize the “hidden sides” of structure. Different structures can 
contain the same position structures. Different position structures can be isomorphic. The position 
structure of a known graph can be appears to another well-known graph. For example, Petersen graph is a 
position structure of Folkman graph. It can generate also the position structures of position structures, etc.  
 
 

Structural transformation and reconstruction 
 
By removing an edge G\eij of G obtained a greatest subgraph Gsub. The number of Gsub equals to the 
number of edges. With adding an edge Geij to G obtained a smallest supergraph Gsup. The number of 
Gsup equals to the number of “non-edges”. 
 
Greatest subgraphs Gsub and smallest supergraphs Gsup called adjacent graphs Gadj of graph G.  
 
If the adjacent graphs Gadj are obtained on the ground of the same binary position Rn then are these 
isomorphic and constitute an adjacent structure GSadj

n of GS. The number of adjacent structure equals to 
the number of binary positions. 
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Disjunctive edge operation Fn={(fij)1 …(fij)q}n in the frame of a binary position Rn that transforms 
the structure GS to its adjacent structure GSadj

n is called morphism, Fn: GSGSadj
n. 

 
Example 7. Partially symmetric structure GS.37(6.9.4) [19] with two element positions and four binary 
positions (two binary(+)- and two binary(–)positions), its graph, structure model, characteristics of 
changes and morphisms: 

 
GSadjn 1 2 

 
GS.37 

GSsupn- 
k.k’(p) 
PFsupn- 

29 
2.2 (-B) 

3/6 

30 
1.2 (-A) 

3/6 
 

GS.37 
GSsubn+ 
k.k’(p) 
PFsubn+ 

72 
1.1 (+D) 

3/9 

76 
1.2 (+C) 

6/9 
 
Explanations: 

a) GSsup
n– and GSsub

n+ denotes the ordering numbers of adjacent superstructures and adjacent 
substructures in the system of structures with six elements (Example 11); 

b) k,k’ – index of partial model SMk,k’, whither belong the binary position (p); 
c) PFn – morphism probability. 

 
Example 8. Three isomorphic graphs that represent the adjacent superstructure GSsup

n=–B, (GS.29) [19] of 
structure GS.37 (example 7). These are obtained by adding the connections 2-4 or 2-6 or 4-6 (dashed line) 
to binary(–)position –B of GS.37. Their common binary signs and equivalent models SM1  SM2  SM3: 
 

 
Explanation: The equivalent structure models differ from each other only by numbering of elements in the 
positions. 
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Example 9. The different adjacent substructures GSsub
n=+D, (GS.72) [19] and GSsub

n=+C, (GS.76) of 
structure GS.37 (example 7) that obtained by removing the connection 3-5 from binary(+)position +D and 
removing the connection 5-6 from binary(+)position +C correspondingly. Their non-isomorphic graphs, 
different binary signs and non-equivalent structure models SMA and SMB: 
 

 
Explanation: On the basis of various binary positions obtained adjacent structures are not equivalent.  
 
Each structure GS is an adjacent substructure GSsub

n or adjacent superstructure Gsup
n of some other 

structures. For each binary position Rn correspond an adjacent structure GSadj
n. 

 
If morphisms Fn: GSGSadj

n are applied to binary positions R1,…,Rn,…,RN of GS disjunctively, 
F1…Fn…FN, then GS is transformed to its adjacent structures GSadj

1,…,GSadj
n,…,GSadj

N. This 
operation can be also to factorization (decomposition) called, but only in case of adjacent sub-structures. 
 
Non-transformable (non- factorizable) structures do not exist. 
 
Morphism F is inverses – in each adjacent structure GSadj of GS exist an “inverse position” Rinv, whereat 
used inverse morphism Finv reconstruct the initial structure GS, Finv: GSadjGS. 
 
Let the structure on example 8 is an initial structure GS that has an adjacent substructure GSsub

n in the 
forms of structure on example 7. Then GS can be reconstruct by adding a connection to the reverse 
position –B of GSsub

n with morphism probability PFinv=3/6.  
 
The relations between transformations and reconstructions of structure:  

1) If structure GS is transformed to its adjacent substructures GSsub
1,…,GSsub

n,…,GSsub
N, then GS 

is the common adjacent superstructure GSsup of all its adjacent substructures GSsub
n and is 

reconstructable by an inverse morphism Finv
n: GSsub

nGS to each its adjacent substructure. 
2) If structure GS is transformed to its adjacent superstructures GSsup

1,…,GSsup
n,…,GSsup

N, then 
GS is the common adjacent substructure GSsub of all its adjacent superstructures GSsup

n and is 
reconstructable by an inverse morphism Finv

n: GSsup
nGS to each its adjacent superstructure. 

 
Thus, structure GS is reconstructable by its adjacent substructures GSsub

n and its adjacent superstructures 
GSsup

n. This coexistence makes the reconstruction to an inverse transformation (factorization). 
 
Non-reconstructive structures do not exist. 
 
The reconstruction problem is known as Ulam’s Conjecture that reflects the isomorphism relations 
between two graphs and their (G\vi)-subgraphs [27]. It is formulated as follows: “If for each i, the sub-
graphs Gi=G\vi and Hi=H\ui are isomorphic, then the graphs G and H are isomorphic”. 
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This problem has been over the past half century, one of under active consideration graph theoretical 
problem, but the ultimate solutions have only some graph classes. Why so? On the structural aspect are the 
attempts of solution the conjecture by its wording senseless, because, if given graphs G and H then on the 
ground of structure models SMG and SMH we obtain the complete information about corresponding 
graphs, their isomorphism or non-isomorphism and of their adjacent graphs, i.e. about equivalence or 
difference of adjacent structures. Other methods are meaningless for us here. Already old master W. T. 
Tutte emphasized that reconstruction-problem must be solve on the basis of isomorphism classes, (i.e. 
structures) that we also have followed [26]. 
 
Evidently be interested on the question: contain the collection of subgraphs G\vi of G enough information 
about graph G itself? Ulam’s Conjecture treats the reconstruction on the aspect of removing of the 
vertices, but we treat it on the aspect of adding and removing of edges. This not changes the essence of 
reconstruction. 
 
 

Systems of structures 
 
Each set of all the non-isomorphic graphs with n vertices constitute a system of adjacent structures. Each 
structure can to its adjacent structures transformed and each structure is an adjacent structure of some 
structures. Formed many collections of graphs with n vertices, but the adjacencies do not notice. Why is 
that? 
 
The first sample of non-isomorphic graphs with up to six vertices was represented by Frank Harary in 
1969th [4]. Later, F. Harary and E. Palmer had calculated the number of non-isomorphic graphs (i.e. 
structures) up to 24 vertices [5]. R. Read and F. Wilson have also given the diagrams of graphs up to 
seven vertices [9]. But so far it is not about the relationships between structures, i.e. morphisms discussed. 
 
Example 10. The number of graphs in the samples of non-isomorphic graphs with 3 to 10 vertices: 
 

Number of 
elements  

|V|  

Number of 
structures 

p 

Among this 
connected 

p*  

Number of 
levels 

m 
3 4 2 4 
4 11 6 7 
5 34 21 11 
6 156 112 16 
7 1044 853 22 
8 12346 11117 29 
9 274668 261080 37 
10 12005168 11716571 46 

 
Explanations: The number |R+| of structural levels m equals to the number of edges in complete structure 
plus one. In case of |V|=20 exist yet 645490122795799841856164683490742749440 structures. 
 
Generating of the adjacent structures proceed by the morphisms Fn, so that in the framework of structures 
GS of a structural level m (i.e. structures with a concrete number of “edges”) be formed the structure 
models of adjacent structures GSadj. And so proceed, from a level to its adjacent level [15]. In result is 
obtained the system of structural transformations or system of adjacent structures G. It can be presented 
in the form of lattice, where the elements are structures GS and the connections are morphisms F. 
Generating can be begin from zero or complete structure. 
 
By help of the morphisms between structures are generated the system of adjacent structures with five 
elements [18] (where 72 morphisms connect 34 structures with 144 binary positions) and the system with 
six elements [19] (where 572 morphisms connect 156 structures 1144 binary positions). Principally it can 
be generated for all the structures. It also shows the inevitability of reconstructing. 
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Example 11. The lattice of the structures with six elements: 

 
 

Explanations: 
a) |R+| denote the structural level m, i.e. the number of connections (i.e. “edges”) in the structures.  
b) Each graph presents there its isomorphism class or structure. 
c) Each structure in this lattice is an adjacent structure of some other structures. 
d) In the Examples 7, 8 and 9 showed structures are in this lattice in their place.  
e) The complements of represented structures placed symmetrically in the upper and lower half of 

lattice. 
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Some properties of structure systems G|V|: 
1) If the number of structural levels m in system G|V| is even number (as in case |V|=6 and |V|=7), 

then it lattice is bilaterally symmetric with regard its bisector, which separates the structures GS 
from their complements GS. 

2) If the number of structural levels m in system G|V| is odd number (as in case |V|=4, |V|=5, |V|=8 
and |V|=9), then the bisector is a structural level in which be located the structures GS, their 
complements GS and also self-complemented structures GS= GS. 

3) Algebraic properties: a) The class of morphisms F form an additive group A in the meaning of the 
composition F&F. b) The class of structures GS with the class of morphisms F forms a category 
C. 

 
In structural genesis has important role randomness. This is expressed in the form of selection the 
adjacent structures, i.e. elementary structural changes. The probabilistic characteristics are related with 
internal diversity of structure, i.e. binary positions, and have essential meaning in structural research. 
 
Probabilistic characteristics of structure systems G|V|: 

1) Randomness in the systems G based on the morphism probabilities PFn. 
2) There exists transition probability Pij at a structure GSi to a non-adjacent structure GSj. 
3) Transition probabilities Pij form the stationary Markov chain PM of structural genesis. 
4) Existence probability PS of structure GS in the structural level |R+| of system G is expressed in 

the form: 
PS=n=1N–PSsup

nPFsub
n=n=1N+PSsub

n–PFsupp
n, 

where n is the structural index of binary position, PSsup
n existence probability of adjacent 

superstructure and PFsub
n  its morphism probability. 

5) The sum of existence probabilities PS of structures in the structural level |R+| equal to one, 
PS=1. 

6) Existence probabilities of structure and its complement are equal, PS(GS)=PS(GS). 
7) Existence probabilities PS are rational numbers and are directly related with the degree of genesis 

|V|. 
8) Distribution of the probabilities PS in the structure levels approach to logarithmic normal 

distribution. 
 
Probabilistic characteristics exist also for successions of structures etc. 
 
 

Conclusion: the ten conditions of structure-semiotic modelling of the graphs 
 
The above was shown that the structure as such is a really existing attribute that expands the 
understanding of the graphs and where the interest for this should not harm anyone. 
 
1. Structure is the attribute of characterizing the relationships or organizing of elements of a discrete 
object. Structure GS is presentable as a graph G. An one-to-one correspondence of graphs G that retain 
the structure GS is isomorphism. Isomorphic graphs have the same structure GS, {G1 … Gq} GS. 
 
About the structure can write the voluminous volumes, on the other hand, the meaning of structure is 
devalued to some kind of vague adjective. In fact, the structure is precisely definable and here presented is 
a concise summary of the many definitions. Associating the structure with graphs is unavoidable.  
 
2. Semiotics. Structure GS is something qualitative that only with the known graph-theoretical tools do 
not recognizable. The structure as such is investigated by help semiotics of structure.  
 
The meaning of the structure is mathematically not defined. They talk about the mathematical, algebraic 
and other structures, but the structure itself is not defined. On the structure, as such, are not interested and 
speak only about the specific problem- or object-oriented structures. For studying of the structure is 
necessary to “condescend” or “rise up” to the level of semiotics. 
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3. Binary relation. It is confirmed that the recognition of structure reduces to the deep identification of 
binary relations rij between its elements with exactness up to binary orbits Rn of vertex pairs of the 
group AutG. The binary relations rij are identified with specific binary invariants, among these the 
corresponding elements of products of the adjacency matrices En, that we to binary signs call. 
 
It is the important initial condition, on which is based all the activity of structural research. The deep 
identification of binary relations can be seen as a “way of data mining”, or a “mode of structural 
arithmetic”. It can be for some like or not, but the important thing is that it works. 
 
4. Model of structure SM is an ordered system of binary signs what recognizes the structure with 
exactness up to binary orbits and isomorphism.  
 
5. Position. Structure model SM is decomposed with exactness up to the orbits of binaries Rn and 
elements Vk. Orbit  of AutG constitutes an equivalence class, which here should be called to position. 
 
The orbits of AutG and positions of the structure model SM coincide. The number of positions and their 
sizes determine the symmetry properties of the structure and allow classify these. The smaller number of 
positions, and the more their size, the structure is more symmetrical. Pairs of vertices belonging to a 
binary position Rn form the position’s structure that opens the “hidden sides” of the structure. 
 
6. Structural equivalence GSA  GSB and isomorphism of graphs GA  GB : If different graphs GA and GB 
have equivalent structure models SMA  SMB, then their structures are equivalent and the graphs are 
isomorphic GA  GB. 
 
For recognition the equivalence of structural models A and B and isomorphism is necessary and sufficient 
to satisfy: 1) coincidence the sequences of binary signs {d.n.q.ij}A and {d.n.q.ij}B; 2) coincidence of the 
frequency vectors {ui}A and {ui}B; 3) coincidence the position vectors {si}A ja {si}B.  
 
7. Adjacent structure. With disjunctive removing {G\e1…G\eq}n, or adding {Ge1…Geq,}n, a 
connection in the framework of a binary position Rn obtained largest sub-graphs {G\e1 …G\eq,}n, or 
smallest super-graphs {Ge1 …Geq,}n, are isomorphic and constitute adjacent-substructures GSsub

n 
or adjacent-superstructures GSsup

n correspondingly. 
 
It is an essential lawfulness that already in 1973 had published a modest but was ignored for decades [24]. 
The reason for this is likely that the orbit, i.e. the position in structural terms, is considered to be so 
specific attribute of group theory that they will be very few who dare to associate this with the graphs. 
Binary positions as such no one has previously observe 
 
8 Morphism. Disjunctive operation Fn= {(eij)1…(eij)q}n in the framework of binary position Rn that 
changes the structure GS to its adjacent structure GSadj

n, called morphism Fn, Fn: GSGSadj
n. Morphism 

is reversible Frev
n: each adjacent structure GSadj

n has a reverse position Rrev
n, where corresponding 

morphism Frev
n reconstruct (restore) the initial structure, Frev

n: GSadj
nGS. 

 
The existence of a morphism ensues directly from the existence of adjacent structures. Binary positions 
Rn of the structure GS are on the aspect of its adjacent structures GSadj

n all reverse positions Rrev
n. 

 
9. Transformation (factorability, decomposability) and reconstructing (restorability). If morphisms 
Fn: GSGSadj

n disjunctively F1…Fn…FN are applied to the binary positions  R1,…,Rn,…,RN, 
of the structure GS, then is structure GS transformed (factorized, decomposed) to its adjacent structures 
GSadj

1,…,GSadj
n,…,GSadj

N. The reversibility of the morphism ensures the reconstructing on the base of 
binary positions Rn of its adjacent structures (which does not mean that obligatory on the same binary 
operations).  
 
About the problem of reconstructing should emphasize that it takes place on the base of reverse binary 
position Rrev

n, i.e. on the base of an arbitrary operation in this position. The long standing attempts of 
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proving the reconstruction on the base the wording of Ulam’s Conjecture were unsuccessful and it is 
proven only for some types of graphs – there lacks the general solution [27]. The considering of 
reconstructing on the level of isomorphism classes or structure makes its proving on the ground of 
wording the Ulam’s Conjecture to a meaningless hobby. The proving of reconstruction on the level of 
isomorphism classes recommended by grandmaster W. T. Tutte yet in 1998 [26]. Reconstructing of 
structure is a reverse operation of transformation (factorability) – whole story! I would hope that my for 
this conception not accuse in heresy. 
 
10. Sequence and system of adjacent-structures. Sequence of adjacent structures SF changes a 
structure to its some kind sub- or superstructure: SF= F1:GS0 F2:GS1 F3:GS2… Ft:GSt–1GSt,. 
Structural changes may be take place in the form assemblages of sequences. Assemblage of sequences of 
adjacent structures between an empty structure GS and complete structure GS constitutes the system of 
all the structures with n elements. 
 
Each structure GS in this system is an adjacent structure GSadj

n of some other structures. Essential 
meanings in the systems G|V| have probability characteristics of morphisms PF and on this base obtained 
existence probabilities PS. 

Summary: 
 The structure is a complete invariant of isomorphic graphs. 
 With deep-identification of binary relations obtained structure model recognizes the structure with 

exactness up to binary positions and isomorphism. 
 The transformations, (factorability, decomposability) of the structure on the base of its binary 

positions to adjacent structures and reconstructing (restorability) on the base of adjacent 
structures are equivalent but opposite operations. 

 The assemblages of successions of adjacent structures form correct systems of structures with n-
elements. 

 Semiotic modelling extends the understandings about structure and graphs. 
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